Our *small acorn* triggerguard is smaller and more petite than our *large acorn* guard. The acorn later evolved into a pineapple finial.

**#TG-Fowl-SA-B**

triggerguard, wax cast brass  only $33.99

**#TG-Fowl-SA-I**

triggerguard, wax cast steel  only $24.99

Our Duncan triggerguard was modelled after an original shown on a flint fowler marked *Ketland & Co.*, circa 1720-1750. See page 113 of *Colonial Frontier Guns* by T. M. Hamilton, available separately. This early flint fowling gun triggerguard has the “potted plant” or “flaming torch” finial. The small bow indicates that this guard was made for a single trigger. This is the English version of the French finial design known as the Type C trade gun triggerguard.

**#TG-Fowl-D-B**

triggerguard, wax cast brass  only $33.99

**#TG-Fowl-D-I**

triggerguard, wax cast steel  only $24.99